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Educating Moral Ernotionsi 

Debra Shogan, University of Alberta 

Before saying something about what an emotion is, what a 

moral emotion is, and why educating the moral emotions is impor

tant, I will commrnt brieny on moral motivation since, as I argue 

later, moral emotions are conceptually linked to moral motivation. 

Moral situations tend to be of two general types. There are 

those situations in which othrrs are, for example, injured, st.arved, 

homrlrss, distraught, lost, confused, tormented and the like, or in 

which they do not suffer but. there is an opportunity for them to 

nourish. In this first type of moral situation, the welfare of sentient 

beings is at stake. When a moral person is confronted with this 

type of situation, a desire for the welfare of those in the particular 

situation amounts to a desire to help, or, if one is not in a position 

to help, a desire that someone else helps. This desire for the welfare 

of sentient beings is a benevolent desire and a moral response to this 

type of situation is a benevolent response. The second type of moral 

situation is one in which there is a connict which requires adjudica

tion. When a moral person is faced with this type of situation. a 

desire that those in the connict are treated fairly amounts to a desire 

to be fair if one is an adjudicator, or a desire that. others be fair 

when they adjudicate. A desire for fair treatment is a just desire 

and a moral response to the situation is a just response. 

In order to respond morally to a situation, someone must not 

only understand that a particular situation is a moral one. he or she 

must desire that those in the moral situation, are treated well or 

fairly. To be motivated to respond morally to a particular moral 

situation entails that. one has beliefs about the context in which a 

response would be appropriate (including beliefs about what makes a 

particular situation a moral one) and a desire to respond within this 

context. When a moral person is confronted with a situation which 

requires a benevolent response, the motivating reason to respond con

sists of understanding relevant beliefs associated with what makes the 

particular situation an instance in which welfare is at stake, and a 

desire that the welfare of those in the situation is enhanced. When 

a moral person is confronted with a moral sit nation which reqmres a 

just. response, the motivating reason to rPspond consists of under

standing reiPvant. beliefs associated with what makes the particular 

situation an instance in which fair adjudication is an 1ssue and a 

desire that those in the connict are treated fairly. 

Without a desire to help or adjudicat.e fairly, there is no moral 

response. Moreover, as I will show, without a desire to help or ad

judi,ate, there is no experience of a moral emotion. In order to es-



t.ablish this I must. develop a conceptual understanding of what an 

emotion 1s. I will do this by discussing the following: 

1) the relationship of emotion t.o feelings; 

2) the relationship of emotion to behaviour; 

3) the relationship of emotion to beliefs, evaluations and 

desires; 
4) the relationship of emotion to motivation. 

Tlu· R<•lationship of Emotion to F<•elings 

Emotious are not identical to feelings but feelings are ex

peri<>nced by someone who has an emotion. If, for example, I am 

anxious about someone driving through a storm, I experience certain 

sensations. Or, if I regret having treated someone poorly, I ex

perience cPrt a in other sensations. There are those who argue, 

however. that feeling is not a necessary part of an emotion. 

If P comes upon Q just as Q is setting fire to P's house, 

and P rushes at him in blind fury, it seems singularly in

appropriate to insist that P must be having certain sen

sations. In fact P, Ill such circumstances, probably ex

periences no sensations of any kind, and yet he is un-
2 doubtedly extremely angry. 

It is not improbable that someone may not be aware of what 

he or she is feeling because of being so intent on something else. P 

may not be aware of his feelings because his attention is directed at 

punishing Q. But. if someone does not experience any out of the or

dinary feelings, even if momentarily oblivious of them, it is difficult. 

to S('e how we could understand that person as experiencing an emo

tion. 
Exp<>riPncing an emotion as a. feeling does not mean, of course, 

that. an ernot ion can be reduced to the feeling involved in physiologi

cal or mental changes. I reject. the view expressed by William 

James, for example, that "bodily changes follow directly the percep

t ion of the exciting fact, and ... our feeling of the same changes as 

h . h . ,;~ 
t PY occur 1.~ t P Pmot1on. 

There arP a number of reasons, both empirical and conceptual, 

why emotions and feelings arP not identical. Experimental evidence 

shows that "thP same visceral changes occur in very different emo-

. I d . . I " 4 F h . . t1on a st a t.Ps an 1n non-ernotwna states. urt ermore, 1t IS pos-

sible to drug induce feelings of anger or fear without the individual 

act.ua.lly being angry or fearful. Moreover, if emotions were reducible 

to characteristic feelings, it would not be possible to make the con

ceptual distinctions we do make between emotions which have very 
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similar f{'eling8. The physiological or mental fe{'lings as8ociat.ed with 

envy and jealousy, for example, do not differ much, if at all, and 

consequently it is not these feelings which distinguish envy from 

jealousy. 

ThE> RE>lationship of Emotion to Behaviour 

The r{'duct.ion of {'motion to certain typ{'s of lwhaviour can also 

he di~mi~s<'d on {'Xperiential and conceptual ground8. Emotion8 are 

not. always exprPSS('d either facially or as overt actions. This is not 

to say that behaviour may not be helpful in interpr('t.ing another's 

emotions. Then• is, however, no onP sPt of behaYiours or changes in 

facial expression which are indicative of a particular emotion. Some 

emotions - for example, wonder and grief - may have no other be-

havioural manifestation than quiescencP. 5 That a conceptual distinc

tion can be made between wonder and grief even though their bP

havioural manifestations are the same illustrates that behaviour is not 

necessary to identifying a particular emotion. 
Ther(' is, then, a difference between the experience of an emo

tion and its display. If someone is described as unemotional, this 

may only describe the person's display of emotion and not his or her 

~>xperience of emotion. Someone may experience emotion and not dis

play it either because of an ability to control its display or bPcause 

of an inability to express emotion. Later I will discuss the role of 

education in both the control and expression of moral emotions. 

ThE> Relationship of Emotion to Bdief, Evaluation. and 

DesirE's 

There IS a formal relationship b{'tw{'en th{' conceptual und{'r

standing of a particular emotion and its object. For example, the 

object of one's embarrassment is something which is awkward or un

pleasant; the object of one's fear is something which is threat{'ning. 

This formal relationship between an emotion and an object i8. of 

course, not. adequate for someone t.o experience an emotion. A per

son must also have relevant beliefs about the object and t'valuat.e 

these beliefs in a certain way. For example, in order for Jane to be 

angry at. her child for spilling his supper on the rug. Jane must 

believe that there is something spilled on the rug and she must 

beliPve that. her child spilled it. She can be mistaken in her beliefs. 

She may beliPvP the child spilled the supper when, in fact, the cat 

did. Different evaluations of the same beliefs result in different emo

tions. The "object." of fear, for example, is something which is 

threatening but only if one !'valuates the situation as being threaten

mg. I rnay believ{' that thPre is a mother bear on the path but. as-
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sess at as agreeably dangerous and experience excitement rather than 

fear.6 

emotions are not differentiated by means of the object 

or l'Vl'n tht> subject's factual beliefs about t.ht> object but 

by rnl'ans of the subjt>ct's evaluative beliefs about the ob-

jPct ... For your emotion is, say, not. on!' of em barr ass-

rrwnt unlt>ss you l'Valuat.t> or vil'w tht> situation as 

awkward or unplt>asant. If yon wert> thick-skinnt>d and did 

not mind m Utt> lt>ast mt>eting peoplt> whom you had 

rt>jPct t>d or failed 111 some way, tht>n you would not 

!'valuat.<' such met>tings as awkward and unpleasant, and so 

would not be em barr as sed 111 such situations. 7 

In order for Jane to be angry about the spilled supper, she 

must. t>valuat.t> ht>r beliefs about the spilled supper, she must t>valuat.e 

h<'r beli<'fs about her child spilling his supper as disagreeable. If she 

t>valuatPs tht> same beliefs about the spilled supper as an indication of 

the child's independence, she may experience something like pride. 

Th<'r<' are also difft>rt>nt experiences of emotion depending upon 

what a pt>rson desires. Jan!' will experience pride in her evaluation 

of her child being ind<'pendent, for example, only if she desires that 

th<' child bP independent. If she does not desire this, she will ex

perit>nct> something like annoyance. 

Emotion is, then, a ft>l'ling one expt>riences when ont> has a par

ticular dt>sirl', has beliefs about an object or event, and evaluates 

th<'sl' bdi<'fs in a certain way. I desire not to be harmed and I 

believ!' that this is an animal with very sharp teeth. If I also 

evaluatl' th<' animal as threatt>ning, I experience fear. Fear just. is 

the feeling one experiences when one desires not to be harmed when 

evaluating soml'thing as threatening. This is not to say that all 

combinations of desires and beliefs have a corresponding emotion. 

They do not. But. all <'motions entail a corresponding desire and 

evaluated beliefs.R 

Emotion is often contrasted to reason in such a way that. it is 

often thought that, if someone is emotional, he or she is not. reason

able. I hav<' shown, on the other hand, that emotions art> a neces

sary rt>sult of certain types of motivating reasons. Emotions can 

sometimes bP unreasonable but this does not show that all emotion is 

unrt>asonahl<'. An unreasonable fear of a flower, for example, can be 

explain<'d in the following ways:9 

18 

I. "(His) reason for being afraid is expressible in a 

st at<'rn<'nt, which, if true, would state a good reason for 

lwing afraid, but which is actually false and, in the given 
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circumstances, obviously false .... (Baseless or unfounded 

fears.)" It is unreasonable to be afraid of a flower be

cause it is poisonous when it is obvious (to the person 

who is afraid) that the flower is a daisy. 

2. "He acknowledges that. there is no danger, and yet 

he is afraid .... {Irrational fear.)" It is unreasonable to 

be afraid of a flower if one admits that the flower IS 

harmless. 
:~. "His reason for being afraid. although expressed 111 

a true st.at.ernent, st.at.es an extremely bad reason. or what 

might. be <"ailed 'no reason for being afraid 

(Superstitious fear.)" It is unreasonable to be afraid of a 

flower for the reason that anything that goes on graves, 

including flowers, is to be ~voided. 

4. "The obje<"t. of his fear is an unsuitable one .... {a 

vain or neurotic fear.)" It is unreasonable to be afraid of 

a flower for the reason that flowers excrete pollen on one's 

clothes. 
5. "The object of his fear is a suitable one, but. his 

fear is too great .... (Abnormal or indiscriminate fear.)" 

It is unreasonable to fear poisonous flowers but not to the 

extent that one runs away even when seeing one in a 

glass display. 
Reasonable or unreasonable experience of emotions depends on 

the reasonableness of beliefs, the reasonableness of the evaluation of 

these beliefs, and the reasonableness of what is desired. Emotions 

can also be displayed either reasonably or unreasonably. I will have 

more to say about this later. 

Thf' R('Jationsl1ip of Emotion to Motivation 

A It hough commonly one says, for example, that I ran away be

cause I was afraid, strictly speaking it is not fear which prompts my 

action; my action is prompted by my desire not to be hurt. Emo

tion and motivation are not the same. As I have shown. emotions 

are conceptually linked to certain motivating reasons. 

R.S. Peters argues for a distinction between emotions and mo

tives because, as he says, motives connect evaluations with actions 

h 'J . I . . h h' h 10 w 1 e emotiOns connect eva uatwns Wit t mgs t at come over us. 

Emotions are passive, says Peters; the only actions initiated by emo

tions are involuntary - our knees knock, we perspire, we blush. I, 

too, believe that emotions and motivations are different but I have 

argued for a conceptual connection between emotions and the desires 

and beliefs which make up certain motivations. Some emotions are 

followed by action but only if the desires to which they are con-
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nected would lead to action. For example, I run away because I 

desire not to be harmed by the mother bear. Since I desire not to 

be harmed and I see the situation as one in which I will be harmed 

if I stay, I run. The desire not. to be harmed and the evaluation of 

the situation as one in which I will be harmed, also result. in my ex

perience of fear. It is not the feeling of fear which motivates me to 

run. I run because I do not want. to be harmed by the bear. Emo

tions may affect the efficacy of an action but E'motions do not 

motivat<' act ions. "My 

111 applying the brakes, 
or may IE'ad me to 

t "I 1 stra. agern 

fear may lead me to usE' more (or less) force 

may increasE' (or dE'creas!') my r<>act.ion tim<>, 

think (or fail to think) of some useful 

An emotion IS thE' necessary result of a particular motivating 

reason rather than the cause of a particular motivated action. Be

cause emotions have no connection to action except by virtue of their 

I. k . d . . b fl 12 Th . m to certam es1res, emot10ns appear to e super uous. e Im-

portance of ''moral" emotions, at least, does not depend, however, on 

whE'ther they motivate action. Moral emotions are important, as I 

argue in the next section, because of their significance to others. 

Moral Emotions 

One of Kant's maJor objections to recogn1zmg emotions as 

morally significant. was that he thought. emotions to be natural to 

some and not. to others. Consequently he thought that this would 

make "t.h<> capacity for moral worth a. species of natural advantage" 

which would be "both logically incompatible with the notion of the 

moral, and also in some ultimate sense hideously unfair." 13 I have 

argued that an experience of an emotion is a. necessary result. of 

desiring that someone is treated well or fairly. If someone desires 

another's w<>lfare or fair treatment and the desire is either fulfilled or 

thwart<>d, a person will experience an emotion. If, for example, 

someon<> d<>sir<>s that another be treated fairly, has beliefs about what 

counts as fair tr<>atment in the particular instance, and evaluates thE' 

situation as on<> in which someon<> is not treated fairly, the person 

will experiE'nce an emotion. If someone does not receive fair treat

ment when h<> or she desires fair treatment and the other conditions 

are met, this person will experience disappointment to anger depend

mg on thE' severity of the situation. If the other individual 

flourishE's, ther<> will be an expenence of satisfaction to Joy. 

Similarly, if someone desires another's welfare, has beliefs about what 

counts as welfare in a particular situation, evaluates the situation as 

an instance in which sorneone's welfare is at stake, and if no one is 

able to help, this person will experience regret or sorrow. If he or 

she does not act because of a conflicting desire that is stronger than 
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the desire for the other's welfare, there will be an expenence of guilt. 
or remorse. And so on. 

Emotions such as sadness, anger, and joy are not only moral 
emotions. They may also be, for example, aesthetic emotions or self
interested emotions. These emotions are moral emotions when they 
are the consequence of moral motivation. Emotions experienced as a 
result of being motivated by self-aggrandizement (for example, ex
perierwing joy at receiving a benefit from someone's suffering) are 
not, of course, moral emotions, although they must be considered 

when auounting for moral emotions. 14 When a self-aggrandizing 
emotion is experienced 111 a moral situation, this emotion is an im
moral emotion. 

A moral emotion is conceptually connected to moral motivating 
reasons; it is part. of a moral response and is morally significant to 
the recipient because, if properly displayed, it is an indication that 
the person responding actually desires the recipient's welfare or fair 
treatment. Because of the conceptual connection between emotion 
and desire, the sincere display of emotion indicates whether an 
agent's behaviour is the result of motivation directed at the person in 
the prPdicament or whether the behaviour has another motivation. 

Experience or display of moral emotion does not always con
tribute to a moral response. When someone experiences extreme 
despair as a result of an evaluation of another's situation, while 
morally significant, the emotion may be harmful if it incapacitates 
this person from fulfilling his or her role as, for example, an ad
judicator. An adjudicator who becomes overwhelmed by the plight of 
others in situations involving conflict may have the ability to adjudi
cate a problem but be unable to shift attention from the experience 
of emotion to the fair adjudication of a dilemma. Similarly, if some
one is able to provide first aid to an accident victim but is over
whelmed by emotions and is unable to utilize these skills, the skills 
are useless. Because either excessive experience of emotion or exces
sive display of emotion may interfere with a moral response, this 
does not show that emotion should not be experienced or displayed. 
Someone is unjustified in his or her experience or emotion only if 
there is no justification for the desire and evaluated b<'liefs which are 

necessary for the emotion to occur. 15 A particular display of an 
emotion is unjustified when it inhibits action or does not sincerely 
convey moral motivation to those in a moral situation. 

Moral emotions, although superfluous to action, are not super
fluous to the significance of the total moral response. Since a moral 

response is not indicated by action alone, the focus of motivation is 
central to whether emotional display can be evidence of someone's 

moral motivation.l6 
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Education of Moral Emotions 

Daniel DeNicola describes four different proposals for educating 

the emotions] 7 which I will utilize so as to make comments about 

educating the moral emotions. 

1. Education of emotions a.~ suppre.~sing or channelling emotions 

The assumption of an edu<"ational program designed to suppress 

emotions is that "an emotional person is immature, maladjusted, and 

often irrational" 18 I have argued, on the other hand, that moral 

emotions are a necessary result of the ability to respond to moral 

motivating reasons. An educational program designed to assist p<'ople 

to suppress emotions would destroy the informational value of emo

tions sincl:' a sin<"ere display of emotion is a signal to thosl:' in moral 

situations that sorneonl:' cares. 

"Rather than simply burn with anger, stew in resentment, or 

wither with grief, the emotionally educated person will produce an 

aesthetic objed, strive for soda! reform, or otherwise act in a con-

. "l g AI h h . f . struct1ve manner.... t oug extreme expenence o emotwn can 

lw debilital ing, emotions do not have to be experienced in this way. 

Those who tend to have overwhelming experiences of emotion in 

moral ~itual ions must be helped to bring their emotions under control 

so thai a moral response <"an be completed. 
Although moral emotions may sometimes need to be cont.rolled, 

thPy do not need to be channelled bPcause moral emotions provide 

valuable information to those in moral predicaments about an agent's 

motivation. Immoral emotions - those experienced as a result of 

desires which conflict with desires for welfare and fair treatment of 

sentient beings - do, on the other hand, need to be controlled and 

channelled. Human emotions include jealousy, rage, envy, and self

pity and, while it is important to recognize these emotions in oneself 

and others, people must learn to control and channel these emotions. 

It is not sufficient, however, to merely redirect and control immoral 

emotions, however, since, as long as someone has these emotions, he 

or she has immoral desires. Control of immoral emotions must ul

timately be concerned with the development of moral motivation. 

2. Eduration of emotions as becoming adept at idenilfying emotions 

It is important to be able to recognize when someone, including 

oneself. is experiencing an emotion. Being able to recognize personal 

experien<"es of emotion is an important step in coming to understand 

one's own motivation. Being able to recognize emotions in others is 

often necessary if one is to see a moral situation as a moral situa

tion. If one is to respond to someone who is grieving, for example, 

one must be able to recognize grief. Moreover, when one is able to 
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identify !'motions felt by another, it is possible to understand the 
motivation of this person's response. Being aware of another's 
motivation is important to parents, teachers, friends, and others who 
might want to help someone become a moral person. 

Being ablt> to identify emotions in others is not to learn to 
have !'motions oneself, however. Although important, this approach 

to education of emotions only involves education of cognitive skills 

and not actual experience of emotion. 

3. Education of emotions as increasing the justifiability of one's 

emotions 
An expenence of an emotion 1s justified if one's beliefs, evalua

tion of beliefs, and desires are justified. ThE' di.~play of an emotion is 
justified if it. is of appropriate intensity, duration, and sincerity. Jus

t.ifia.ble display of E.'motion can be complex becausE.' display of emotion 

if affE'ctE.'d by situation a.! and cultural factors. 2° Crying exhorting, 
and gE'sturing, which reflect certain cultures' manifestations of anger, 
for examplE', may be morally significant to someonE' in a moral situa

tion. On thE' other hand, such a display may accentuate this 
person's distress at what is seen as an overdisplay of emotion. In 

anothE'r culture, however, if someone does not display emotion in this 
way, his or her sincerity may bE.' doubted. 

Experience of moral emotion is developed concomitantly with 
the dE.'velopment of moral desires and with the development of beliefs 

and appraisals about moral situations. To be able t.o sincerely 
display moral emotion is also largely a mattE.'r of whether someone is 
morally motivated. Someone who is morally motivated is not likely 
to feign distress at another's misfortunt> in order, for example, to be 
ingratiated with that person. Morally significant display of emotion 
is dependent on an understanding of certain cultural expPctations. 
One may not, however, always be abiP to significantly display E.'mo
tions commensurate to cultural expectations and, at thE' sam!' timE', 
sincerPiy display these emotions. 

4. Education of emotions as increasing sensitivity, freshness_. 

scope, and complexity of emotions 
DE'Nicola suggests that this entails a. growth In ability to lm-

aginP and express alternative ways of feeling. 21 It IS possible to ex

pand thE' intensity of different feelings. It is not clear, howE.'ver, 

whether it IS possible to increasE.' emotional alternatives. Annette 

BaiE'r has this to say, 

lt. is a peculiar but little wondE.'red fact that WE' can draw 
up lists of feeling possibilities ... aiming at a completed list, 
whE'rE.'as no onE' would dream of trying to list all the ac-
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tions, or all the beliefs that are humanly possible.... We 

may discriminate more finely but not discover or invent a 

wholly new feeling.... Whatever we think or do, however 

exciting the horizons there, and however inventive our ex

pressiOn of our feelings, our feelings themselves remain un-

. . I . . I . d h f .,. d 22 ongtna. ongma. , restncle to t e amt 1ar roun .. 

If the goal of education of emotions Is to increase alternative 

ways of feeling this can, as Baier indicates, only apply to alternative 

ways to express emotion and not. alternate ways to experience emo

tion. Baier wonders why this is so and leaves it as a question. She 

asks, "Are we necessarily restricted in our feelings ... , not just contin

gently restricted, as we are, say, in our auditory powers, and if we 

are, what explains the necessity? Sociobiological constraints? The 

very idea of a social animal?"23 A partial answer to these questions 

is that one's experience of emotion is necessarily tied to desire and 

evaluated beliefs. Consequently, how or what one feels cannot be af

fected without first affecting what one desires. This does not answer, 

however, the question why the desires we do have result in a cir

cumscribed range of feelings. 
I want to argue briefly that increasing sensitivity, freshness, 

scope, and complexity of moral emotions depends upon developing the 

intensity and scope of benevolent and just desires and that these in 

turn are afferted by what we regularly attend to. 

Moral change and moral achievement are slow; we are 

not .... able suddenly to alter ourselves since we cannot sud

denly alter what we see and, ergo, what we desire and are 
24 compelled by 

Someone cannot just decide to be morally motivated because 

someone ra.nnot just decide to desire something. Murdoch's notion 

that what we regularly attend to affects "what we desire and are 

compelled by" is very important to understanding how someone IS 

motivated and consequently what sort of person he or she is. 

What someone is, as Murdoch points out, depends upon a. 

lifelong process of what is looked at and seen by the person. Moral 

life is not just a. series of discrete instances in which an autonomous 

individual considers a. number of alternatives which are unaffect.ed by 

other life experiences. Any decision someone makes in a moral situa

tion is continuous with the rest of the person's life. What a person 

does in a particular situation is already determined by what one has 

' . f . h I · · 25 gtven ones attentwn to most o ten prtor to t e mora s1tua.twn. 

What we give regular attention to builds up structures of value 
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around us so that, as Murdoch says, "By thE> timE> the moment of 

choice has arrived the quality of attention has probably determined 

the nature of the act. ,26 
This process of directing one's attention away from oneself is 

not an easy process; it is not something one can merely decide to do. 

Murdoch says that the struggle is to keep one's attention on the real 

situation and prevent it from "returning surreptitiously to the self 

with consolations of self-pity, resentment., fantasy, and despair."27 

ThE> st.ruggiE> t.o dirE>ct onE>'s at.t.E>ntion away from pE>rsonal fantasy is 

a struggle that occurs throughout life and not only during particular 

moral c hoicE>s. 
Objects of positivE> looking at include, says Murdoch, "anything 

which alters consciousness in the dirE>ct.ion of unselfishness, objectivity 

and realism. " 28 Murdoch provides a particularly poignant and lovely 

example of this: 

] am looking out. my window in an anx10us and resE>ntful 

state of mind, oblivious of my surroundings, brooding per

haps on some damage to my prestige. Then suddenly I 

obsE>rve a hovering kestrel. In a moment E>Verything is al

tered. The brooding self with its hurt vanity has dis

appeared. There is nothing now but the kestrel. And 

when I return to thinking of the other matter it seems 

less important. And of course this is something which we 

may also do deliberately: give attention to nature in order 

to clear our minds of selfish care. " 29 

Since moral emotions are experienced by the person who desires 

others' welfare and fair treatment, education of moral emotions is 

primarily a matter of educating these desires. Education of moral 

desires is a lifelong process which consists primarily in directing at

tention to exemplary objE>cts and events. Then• are two implications 

to this. One is that then• is a rolE> for education in actively direct

ing attention. (There is no implication that this occurs only in 

schools.) Second, there is the implication that. the environment. must 

have exemplary objects and events which can be attended to. It is 

not, however, a very helpful solution to suggest. to those living in 

squalor that. they would be better off if they would shift their at ten

t ion to exemplary objects and events. In many cases, only a massive 

redistribution of resources would make it possible for these people to 

havE> an opportunity for "positive looking at." 

Because of the conceptual connection 
moral dE>sires, education of moral emotions 

development of moral desires through the 
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of moral emotions to 
is concerned with the 
direction of attention 
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within communities which have exemplary objects and events to 

which people can attend. As moral desires are acquired, moral 

education must also help people to become aware of the concomitant 

emotions thE-y experience. This understanding must, in turn, be util

ized to assist people to learn to control the display of moral emotions 

in order that motivation is sincerely and significantly indicated to 

thosE' in moral situations. 
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